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Abstract
Substorm initiation still remains an unsolved problem, even though there is a consensus among most researchers
that its main stages include dayside reconnection and substorm expansion. Dayside reconnection results in
magnetotail flux buildup to a certain critical level, after which [or after the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) Bz turns
northward] the substorm expansion begins. One problem with the above scenario is that the critical amount of
magnetic flux differs from one substorm to another, and not every northward turning of the IMF Bz triggers a
substorm. We suggest that an important factor in substorm dynamics may be the variable shape and alignment of the
magnetospheric tail current sheet, which bends and warps in response to diurnal/seasonal changes of the Earth’s
dipole tilt angle and also in response to more rapid changes of the solar wind flow direction. Both of these factors may
be important, if one assumes that the deformed current sheet becomes unstable at lower values of the tail lobe
magnetic flux/pressure than the planar sheet. To investigate this idea, we examined large multi-year sets of THEMIS,
Cluster, and Geotail data and established a relationship between the tail lobe Bx and the dipole tilt angle. Further
examinations of substorm events during 2005–2010 supported the hypothesis that their probability and intensity
indeed depended on the concurrent values of the tilt angle.
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Background
Substorm initiation is a controversial topic in magneto-
spheric physics, especially because it is complicated by
the variability of both magnetotail/ionosphere substorm
dynamics and related solar wind parameters. In some
cases, a relatively small amount of solar wind energy
input may cause substorm onset, while in other cases, a
larger input produces no effect at all. This implies that
(1) not only are the solar wind (SW) and interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) important factors but also is the
magnetotail configuration important as well and (2) there
exist additional characteristics of the SW that may play
an important role in substorm onset. In this paper, we
explore one such additional factor, namely, the shape of
the current sheet, which is subject to periodic deforma-
tions due to the regular variations of the dipole tilt angle
andmore irregular changes of the SWdirection that result
in windsock deflection of the nightside magnetosphere.
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A possible relation between the shape of the tail cur-
rent sheet and its dynamics has been suggested in earlier
work by Kivelson and Hughes (1990). The authors intro-
duced the idea of the possible influence of that factor on
the substorm instability threshold, i.e., a bent magneto-
tail configuration with larger curvature of the field lines
is more favorable for the formation of a new near-Earth
neutral line and thus results in substorm onset triggered
by a smaller energy input from the SW. Therefore, a
stronger tail bending would result in a larger number of
smaller substorms, which break after less magnetic flux
increase during the growth phase. Smaller flux increase
during substorms would produce a statistical effect of a
lower averaged lobe magnetic field during the periods
with larger dipole tilts, and this effect may be deduced
from many years of spacecraft observations in the mag-
netotail. However, this idea was not validated at that time
by in situ observations probably because of the lack of
spacecraft data. In a more recent work, Partamies et al.
(2013) performed a statistical analysis of the substorm
occurrence rate in different seasons and reported that
substorms occur more frequently not around the equinox
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but during mid-winter months and in August, though the
largest negative peak Dst (and largest Kp) fell on April
and October. A statistical study by Nowada et al. (2009)
showed that auroral electrojet indices reached higher val-
ues in the periods with smaller dipole tilt angles and thus,
supported the idea by Kivelson and Hughes (1990) that
larger number of smaller substorms occur in the periods
of maximal dipole tilt. Additional evidence to revise the
relationship between the substorm onset and tail config-
uration was provided by a number of case studies (e.g.,
Kubyshkina et al. 2011; Sergeev et al. 2011; Panov et al.
2012, Ganushkina et al. 2013), in which substorms were
shown to be initiated in a curved magnetotail with exces-
sively (due to additional external tilt) increased plasma
sheet bending.
The purpose of this paper is to statistically confirm the
influence of tail current configuration on substorm onset
by investigating the following phenomena: (1) substorm
probability during periods with different dipole tilt angles
and SW flow directions, (2) AL index dependence on the
current sheet bending, and (3) the magnetotail lobe field
magnitude as a function of the dipole tilt angle.
Substorm probability and current sheet bending
Data base
The shape of the magnetospheric current sheet is vary-
ing continuously every moment. At close geocentric dis-
tances, it is controlled by the orientation of the Earth’s
magnetic dipole axis and periodically changes in response
to the planet’s diurnal rotation and its orbital motion
around the Sun. The distant current sheet extends anti-
sunward and follows the randomly changing SW direction
in a windsock-like manner. If the SW is purely radial
(flows in the anti-solar direction) and the Earth’s dipole
is perpendicular to the ecliptic plane (dipole tilt GSM—
angle between the ZGSM axis and Earth’s dipole axis—is
zero), we expect to have a planar current sheet and north–
south symmetric field lines. The deflection of SW from
the radial direction would cause the displacement of the
distant current sheet from the equatorial plane in accor-
dance with SW flow. The dipole axis rotation (dipole tilt
increase) will move the near-Earth portion of the current
sheet from the ecliptic plane to the magnetic equator cre-
ating a bent and shifted current sheet at closer equatorial
distances. These three configurations are schematically
shown in Fig. 1 in the top, middle, and bottom panels.
The most recent data-based studies of the global shape
of the neutral sheet and its position with respect to the
magnetospheric equatorial plane were carried out by Tsy-
ganenko and Fairfield (2004), Tsyganenko and Andreeva
(2014), and Tsyganenko et al. (2015). In these works, the
observed deformation of the neutral sheet was described
by empirical equations representing its average shape in
the Geocentric SolarWind (GSW) coordinate systemwith
Fig. 1 Top panel: field line configuration for the perpendicular dipole
and radial SW flow.Middle panel: the same with non-radial SW
(positive VzSW). Bottom panel: field lines for the negative dipole tilt
and non-radial SW flow (positive VzSW)
the XGSW axis antiparallel to the observed SW flow vec-
tor rather than to the Sun–Earth line [as assumed in the
standard Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) sys-
tem]. Larger tilt angles result in stronger deformation of
the near-Earth current sheet at r ≤ 10 − 15 RE and in
larger shifts from the equatorial plane at greater distances.
The effective tilt angleGSW (the angle between the ZGSW
axis and Earth’s dipole axis) depends not only on the
date/UT (which defines the tilt angle GSM in the stan-
dard solar-magnetospheric coordinate system) but also on
the orientation of the SW velocity vector VSW. The angle
GSW can be calculated by means of a standard software
package GEOPACK-2008, which is available from http://
geo.phys.spbu.ru/~tsyganenko/Geopack-2008.html.
In further analysis, our main interest is focused, how-
ever, on the effects of current sheet bending and rotation
in the XZGSM plane, which may be described with the
combined variations of regularly varying standard dipole
tilt GSM and rapidly changing SW flow direction in the
XZGSM plane. For that purpose, instead of using the highly
variable GSW coordinate system and GSW based on
the three-component SW velocity vector, we remained in
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the frame of standard GSM coordinates and introduced
the effective tilt SW = GSM + arctan(VzSW/VxSW).
Here, VzSW and VxSW are the SW flow velocity
components.
The statistical distribution of the dipole tilt angle GSM
over a year is illustrated by a histogram in the left panel of
Fig. 2, and the data show the numbers of 5-min intervals
withGSM values falling into consecutive 2° intervals. The
distribution is nearly symmetric with respect to GSM =
0, there are two peaks at ±12°–14°, and the values rapidly
fall off towards the edges at |GSM| ≈ 33◦. The slight
asymmetry is due to the ellipticity of the Earth’s orbit
around the Sun, which results in a somewhat longer (by
∼ 4 %) total time with positive tilt angles accrued dur-
ing summer months. The right panel in the same figure
presents a similar histogram for the SW flow deflec-
tion angle in the XZ-plane, which is calculated as α =
arctan(VzSW/VxSW), where VzSW and VxSW are the SW
flow velocity components. One can see that the number
of 5-min periods with a given flow direction during 1 year
(here, 2007) has a very regular, nearly Gaussian distribu-
tion, and inmost of the 5-min periods the α angle does not
exceed 4°. The 5-min average SW data were downloaded
from the OMNIWeb site (http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/).
To analyze the possible dependence of substorm proba-
bility on current sheet bending, we used substorm onsets
(beginnings of the expansion phase) identified as abrupt
decreases of the magnetic AL index. This method for
automatic substorm phase detection has been described
in more detail in Juusola et al. (2011) and Partamies et al.
(2013). Out of all detected expansion phases, we selected
those with ALminima of at least−50 nT. For the Northern
Hemisphere, we used THEMIS ground-based observa-
tions during 2007–2009, and for the Southern Hemi-
sphere, all available data were employed. The southern
AL index data were downloaded from the virtual mag-
netic observatory at vmi.gsfc.nasa.gov as prepared by the
University of California Los Angeles (UCLA). As a result,
we detected 6091 substorms in the Northern Hemisphere
and 2170 substorms in the Southern Hemisphere. The
resulting numbers of substorms during the periods with
different dipole tilt values (GSM) are given for each hemi-
sphere separately and for both hemispheres in the top row
of Fig. 3. All three histograms show distinct minima near
the zero tilt, two local maxima around |GSM| ∼ 15°,
and gradual decreases towards the ends of the tilt angle
range. In general, the distributions are very similar to that
shown in the left panel of Fig. 2, but with one important
difference; there is a relatively larger number of substorms
for GSM < −20° in the Southern Hemisphere and for
GSM > 20° in the Northern Hemisphere. Additionally,
note that the total distributions are not quite symmetric,
with a larger number of substorms for positive tilt val-
ues in the Northern Hemisphere and for negative tilts in
the Southern Hemisphere (i.e., corresponding to the local
summer periods in each hemisphere).
It is important to note, however, that in order to explore
the current sheet bending effects on substorm triggering,
one should take into account the changing direction of
the SW flow, namely, instead of the standard dipole tilt
GSM, one should use the effective tilt SW = GSM +
α = GSM + arctan(VzSW/VxSW). To that end, we com-
plemented our substorm onset data with OMNI 5-min
interplanetary data, i.e., corresponding values of the IMF
and VSW components were ascribed to each substorm
onset. The bottom row of Fig. 3 gives the number of sub-
storms in relation to the effective tilt angle SW. Here,
we are primarily interested in the bending and latitudinal
deflection of the tail, i.e., the effects in the XZGSM-plane,
such that the Vy component was assumed to be of minor
importance. The main features of the distributions in the
bottom row remained generally the same as those in the
upper row, but the range of values was somewhat larger
(up to ± 40°).
Solar wind flow deflection angle,









Fig. 2 Left panel: number of 5-min periods with a given dipole tilt GSM during one year. Right panel: number of 5-min periods with a given SW flow
deflection angle from the Sun–Earth line α = atan(VzSW/VxSW) during 1 year
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Fig. 3 Number of substorms depending on the dipole tilt GSM (top row) and on total tilt (GSM + α) (bottom row)
Statistical results
To analyze the substorm probability, we combined the
data from both hemispheres and then excluded events
from the Northern Hemisphere substorm list that had
onsets that were simultaneous (within ± 5 min) with
those detected in the Southern Hemisphere in order to
avoid duplications. After that, we normalized the sub-
storm numbers within each bin of the tilt angle by the
corresponding values of its occurrence frequency shown
in the left panel of Fig. 1. The normalized values are shown
in Fig. 4.
A clear increase of the substorm probability with grow-
ing tilt can be readily seen for all tilt values, except in the
±24°–32° interval, but those values are offset by a steep
increase in the next interval ±32°–40°, so that by aver-
aging over these two bins (with a relatively small total
number of substorms, see Fig. 3), this again results in an
increase of the probability. However, for the negative tilts,
the probability values are smaller, which is apparently a
result of the more than twice lower number of events
from the Southern Hemisphere. On the basis of these
data, we conclude that during periods with larger dipole
tilt angles, substorm onsets occur with a larger probability
than under smaller tilt angles.
Another way to reveal the dependence of substorm
occurrence on the effective tilt value is to check whether
the SW deflection is more effective when it increases
the absolute value of the dipole tilt, i.e., when it makes
the magnetotail current sheet more curved. To quantita-
tively evaluate this possibility, we introduced the function
norm = GSM · sign(α), where GSM is the stan-
dard dipole tilt in the GSM coordinate system and
α is the SW velocity inclination in the XZGSM-plane
(α = arctan(VzSW/VxSW)). Then, positive values ofnorm
would correspond to the same sign of the dipole tilt and
the additional tilt due to the SW deflection, while its nega-
tive values would correspond to a decrease of effective tilt
and, hence, a smaller current sheet curvature. By normal-
izing GSM with sign(α), we kept the norm values within
the standard range of ±33°. The resulting histogram of
the substorm numbers as a function of norm is shown in
Fig. 5, where blue (red) columns and blue (red) numbers
correspond to the number of substorms for negative (pos-
itive) values of norm. The effect was rather distinct, and
all the red columns were 10–20 % higher than the blue
ones. The only bin with two equal numbers was the one
for the smallest tilt angle range, which was quite naturally
expected. This result can be explained if we agree that the
substorm initiating instability depends on the total tilt (or
degree of current sheet bending). Thus, the already loaded
magnetic flux, which is not large enough for a substorm to
start under the currently existing dipole tilt, may become
efficient after the tilt is further increased by a sudden
deflection of the SW in a favorable direction.
The same arguments can also be applied to peri-
ods of increasing or decreasing dipole tilt. Then, sub-
storms would preferably start during periods with steadily
increasing dipole tilt, while decreasing tilt would result
in delayed substorm onsets, even under constant energy
loading. Using our data from the Northern Hemisphere
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Fig. 4 Substorm probability as a function of the total tilt
(with more regular observations), we compared the num-
ber of substorms that occurred during the periods with
decreasing and increasing dipole tilt and found that,
indeed, the difference does exist, though it is not large,
i.e., a little less than 10 % (2917 events with decreasing
tilt versus 3173 during tilt increase). To further investigate
our conclusion, we performed an identical analysis for
the periods of steady magnetospheric convection (SMC)
events, when no substorm instability was initiated and
substorm expansion did not take place, in spite of a con-
tinuous loading. We used a similar data base, which was
produced by Kissinger et al. (2011) based on auroral elec-
trojet indices and visual inspection of data, and selected
the SMC periods from the same time interval from 2005
through 2007. The obtained result was opposite to that
for the substorm events; specifically, we found that about
20 % more SMC events started during the periods of
decreasing tilt (218 versus 175). One of the many possible
reasons for this finding may be, for example, the growth
of the substorm instability threshold due to the constantly
decreasing tilt.
To summarize, we conclude that during the periods with
larger current sheet bending and deflection from the Sun–
Earth line, the number of substorms is larger than during
the periods with a more symmetric plasma sheet. This
can be seen best in the events when fast SW deflections
increase the existing dipole tilt, thus, leading to premature
substorm onset. In such situations, the difference from
the opposite case (when the SW deflections decrease the
effective dipole tilt) may be quite significant, with as much
as a 10–20 % increase in the number of substorm onsets.
Substorm intensity and current sheet bending
Using the above described data base, we also explored if
the substorms that started during the periods of strongest
tail current bending were initiated after smaller energy
loading and, hence, resulted in smaller AL variations. The
results of our analysis are illustrated in Fig. 6. The top left
panel shows a bar diagram where the horizontal axis rep-
resents peak AL values for all the events in our substorm
list, and the vertical size of the bars displays the corre-
sponding values of the dipole tilt angle (negative—down,
positive—up). It is important to emphasize that we plotted
standard tilt angles in this diagram, and even though the
correlation between the tilt and AL shows through, it does
not seem to be clear enough, especially around the small-
est AL values. The next diagram in the top right panel of
the Fig. 6 shows the same data, but with the effective tilt
values SW plotted along the vertical axis. Here, the cor-
relation appears to be much better, i.e., about 96 % of all




























Fig. 5 Number of substorms observed for a given dipole tilt. Blue columns correspond to the situation when the SW flow was decreasing the tilt, and
red columns give the substorm numbers when the SW flow was increasing the dipole tilt
substorms lie within the triangle delimited by the red dot-
ted line, so that no intense substorms occur for the largest
SW values. This tendency is even more pronounced in
the bottom left diagram with the products (SW · α) plot-
ted along the vertical axis (note the expanded scale), which
further emphasizes the importance of taking into account
the SW direction.
Still there is a group of intense substorms with AL
values less than −600 nT, and these occurred in sit-
uations with large (more than 20°) tilts. We examined
the SW parameters for these substorms and found that
the majority of them corresponded to high-speed SW
intervals. The specific nature of SW–magnetosphere cou-
pling during such periods of fast SW was previously
reported, for example, in Partamies et al. (2009). This
fact is illustrated in the bottom right panel, where all the
events are divided into two groups with SW speeds larger
(black) and smaller (red) than 500 km/s. One can see
that most of the intense substorms corresponded to the
high-speed SW.
Finally, we conclude that the most intense substorms
usually happen during the periods with smaller effective
tilts, because the symmetric magnetotail configurations
with a planar current sheet more effectively accumulate
and store the lobe magnetic flux. On the contrary, the
substorms that happen in a curved current sheet have
lower intensity, since the curved current sheet is less stable
and breaks after smaller energy input.
Lobemagnetic field and current sheet bending
If we admit, following the arguments in the previous
sections, that substorms are set off after a lower energy
input during periods of increased dipole tilt, one would
expect the average magnetic flux stored in the magne-
tospheric tail to be lower during the periods with larger
tilts, in comparison with the periods with small or zero
tilts. Even though we cannot directly estimate the mag-
netic flux, the lobe magnetic field Blobe can serve as a
good proxy for the flux. Unlike the latter, Blobe is directly
measured by spacecraft, and huge amounts of data have
been accumulated over the last few decades. By taking
advantage of these developments, we conducted a statisti-
cal study to evaluate the possible relation of the lobe field
and the effective tilt GSW (referred as  throughout this
section), which represents the extent of the current sheet
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Fig. 6 The minimal substorm AL index (horizontal axis) versus tilt-related values (vertical bars) as follows: dipole tilt (top left panel), effective tilt (top
right panel), product of the dipole tilt and SW inclination α (bottom left). Right bottom plot is essentially the same as the top right one, but it includes
the substorms that occurred under SW flow velocities below 500 km/s, which are shown by red bars
bending and deflection from the Sun–Earth line. Since the
observations of Blobe throughout the magnetosphere are
essentially three-dimensional, we had to take into account
the Y-variations of SW velocity and return to standard
GSW coordinates with the XGSW-axis stretching in the
anti-SW flow direction. The YGSW-axis was defined to be
perpendicular to the Earth’s magnetic dipole so that the
XZ-plane would contain the dipole axis.
Method
In order to check the above conjecture, we performed
a modeling study of the spatial distribution of the tail
lobe field and its response to the dipole tilt, and this
effort was based on a large multi-year, multi-mission set
of spacecraft data. The approach was to divide entire tail
modeling region between x = −10RE and x = −30RE
into a sequence of eight overlapping 5RE-wide bins of
the x-coordinate, such that each bin spanned the interval
xi − 2.5 ≤ x ≤ xi + 2.5RE, where xi = −10 − 2.5 · i
with i = 1, 2, . . . , 8. The spacecraft data were then sorted
out into subsets of records falling within each of the eight
distance bins, and eight local field models were generated
corresponding to each interval.
An obvious advantage of this approach is that, owing
to the limited spatial extent of the overlapping domains,
the local magnetic field distribution can be modeled using
relatively simple mathematical forms. A method of this
kind was used in an earlier work by Peredo et al. (1993),
where we modeled the field B by suitable expansions for a
two-component vector potential A = Axex + Ayey, which
automatically ensured the condition ∇ · B = 0. In the
early phase of the present work, a trial model of the same
form was also constructed. However, it was then real-
ized that, since we are primarily interested in knowing the
local magnitude of the tail current, there is no need to
model the full magnetic field vector B. Rather, it is suf-
ficient to develop a model representing either the scalar
strength B or the Sun–Earth component of the tail field
Bx, whose jump across the current sheet is proportional
to the local total current per unit tail length. Modeling
only one scalar quantity instead of the full vector allowed
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us to reduce the number of unknown model parameters,
which, in turn, made it possible to conveniently take into
account the state of the interplanetary medium by split-
ting the expansion coefficients into two parts dependent
on the SW pressure-related and an IMF-related driver
function. In this study, we experimented with local mod-
els of both types (i.e., representing both B and Bx), and
both approaches yielded nearly the same results. A more
detailed description of what was found from the Bx mod-
eling is given in the following sections.
Data selection and binning
A critical factor in these kinds of studies is the den-
sity and evenness of the data coverage of the modeling
region in both geometric and parametric space. Since
our ultimate object of interest is the distribution of the
total current per unit tail length (i.e., the volume den-
sity j integrated in the z-direction), each interval of the
tailward distance should contain enough data taken both
northward and southward from the current sheet. This
study used a large multi-year set of space magnetometer
data that were obtained by Geotail (1995–2013), Clus-
ter (2001–2012), and five THEMIS probes (2007–2013),
these data were taken tailward from the plane x = −10RE.
Figure 7 illustrates the data distribution in the eight inter-
vals of x in projection onto the XZ and XY -planes in
the GSW coordinate system. In order to keep the mod-
els mathematically simple, the data were also restricted
to limited ranges of y- and z-coordinates, with the selec-
tion window size gradually widening down the tail, as
shown in the plots. All the data had 5-min resolution, the
number of records in the individual (overlapping) subsets
varied from ∼32,000 to ∼82,000, and the total number of
records used in this study was 264,552. Each data record
was provided with concurrent information on the inter-
planetary medium conditions, which were obtained from
5-min average yearly files with OMNI data.
Model
The model distribution of the tail Bx was assumed in the
form








+a4Fn2 + a5f1(z − Zs)Pγ3n
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which includes the geodipole contribution Bx,dip; the
remaining terms represent the field of external sources.
Here we used simple functions f1(z) = z/(z2 +D2)1/2 and
f2(z) = z/(z2+D2) to represent the local north–south pro-
files of Bx(z). The first factor, f1, is an odd smoothed step
function which reverses its sign at z = 0 and varies over
a characteristic thickness 2D between asymptotic limits
−1 < f1 < +1. The second factor, f2, differs from f1
only in that it asymptotically tends to zero at z → ±∞,
which allows for gradual north–south variation of Bx in
the lobes and thus lends more flexibility to the model.
The half-thickness D of the current sheet was assumed
in each distance bin as a symmetric parabolic function
of the normalized distance yn = y/10 across the tail:
D = D0 + D1y2n.
The bracketed terms in Eq. (1) quantify the response of
themodel Bx to the SW ram pressure Pn = P/〈P〉, which is
normalized by its average value 〈P〉 = 1.6 nPa, the driving
parameter Fn associated with the IMF, and the dipole tilt
angle  . The function Fn = 10−4 · V 4/3SWB2/3t sin8/3(θ/2)
is an index by Newell et al. (2007), which is normalized
by the value F = 104 corresponding to the SW speed 450
km/s and a purely southward IMF with Bz = −5 nT.
The dipole tilt  controls both the magnitude of the tail
current and its geometry; accordingly, the tilt effects enter
in the model described by Eq. (1) in a twofold manner.
Fig. 7 Spacecraft data distribution in the sequence foe eight sliding bins of XGSW projected on the GSW equatorial (left) and meridional (right) planes
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The first mode of response is explicitly represented by the
terms with the factors  and 2. Note here that both
brackets in Eq. (1) include two types of terms that cor-
respond to opposite symmetry properties with respect to
z and  . Terms of the first type correspond to the over-
all decrease or increase of |Bx| in both lobes and, as such,
include only even powers of  . The other type represents
the north–south asymmetry induced by  = 0, which
implies only odd powers of  . Owing to a general sym-
metry constraint on the model Bx, which requires that
Bx(x, y, z,) = −Bx(x, y,−z,−) (e.g., Mead and Fair-
field 1975; Eq. (4)) terms that are odd with respect to 
are even with respect to z and vice versa.
The second mode of response to the dipole tilt is
the warping of the magnetic configuration in both the
XZ- and YZ-planes (e.g., Tsyganenko and Fairfield 2004;
referred to henceforth as TF04). That effect was taken into
account in Eq. (1) by replacing z in f1 and f2 by z − Zs,
where Zs = Zs(x, y,) is a function of the position and
dipole tilt angle  specifying the tilt-dependent shape of
the deformed current sheet. It was adopted in a form sim-
ilar to that used earlier in TF04, with the exclusion of the
IMF By-related twisting term, which was assumed to be
small with respect to those due to the dipole tilt. This was
done because we are mostly interested in effects close to
the tail axis and at relatively close geocentric distances.
Specifically, the north–south shift was represented as
Zs = −x tan∗ − G |yn|3 sin , sin∗
= sin [1 + (−x/RH)α
]−1/α (2)
where RH is the hinging distance,G is the transverse warp-
ing factor, and α is a parameter defining the sharpness
of the kink in the tail current hinging area (see TF04
for more details). Based on previous results (TF04; Tsy-
ganenko and Andreeva 2014), the hinging distance was




n + RH1Fn (3)
where RH0 , RH1 , and χ are free model parameters. Since
our region of interest lies tailward from the current sheet
hinging area, the parameter α was fixed at a constant value
of α = 3 based on previous estimates in TF04.
In total, the model Eqs. (1)−(3) contain 22 unknown
free parameters including ten linear coefficients ai, i =
1, . . . 10 and 12 nonlinear parameters D0, D1, RH0 , RH1 ,
χ , G, and γ1 − γ6. Their values were derived for each
distance bin using a search code based on the downhill
simplex Nelder–Mead method, combined with a singular
value decomposition (SVD) algorithm (Press et al. 1992)
to calculate the linear coefficients at each simplex step.
Model results
Figure 8 shows distributions of the absolute value |Bx| in
four cross-tail sections, each bounded within its corre-
sponding data selection window in the y- and z-directions.
All the plots correspond to the dipole tilt angle  = 30◦,
SW pressure P = 3 nPa, and the IMF driver Fn = 1. In
the midnight meridian plane, the current sheet center is
located around Zs ≈ 4RE, which is consistent with the
best-fit value of the hinging distance of RH ≈ 8RE. Both
the absolute magnitude |Bx| and its north–south asym-
metry are greatest in the nearest distance bin and then
gradually decrease tailward (note the different range of the
color bars in the successive plots).
This agrees with an earlier finding (Tsyganenko 1998,
Fig 4) based on a much smaller dataset, as well as with
the result of a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulation
run,which is presented next in Fig. 9. To check if simi-
lar magnetic field behavior with dipole tilt was produced
by global MHD modeling, a set of global MHD simula-
tions with synthetic SW input was performed through the
Community Coordinated Modeling Center in the God-
dard Space Flight Center (http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/).
Here, we present the results of one of this simulation
that was made using Block-Adaptive-Tree-Solarwind-
Roe-Upwind-Scheme (BATSRUS) model (Powell et al.
1999). This simulation was performed in a numerical grid
with 1 million cells [minimal grid size is 0.25 Earth radii
(RE) in the inner magnetosphere, 0.5 RE in the dayside
regions of the magnetopause and bow-shock, in mid-tail
plasma sheet, and 1 RE in the mid-tail magnetopause and
lobes]. The simulation had a duration of 30 min (in addi-
tion to 1 h of preconditioning) with fixed SW input in
order to obtain the quasi-stationary solution. Namely, the
SW speed Vx = −400 km/s, Vy = Vz = 0, proton temper-
ature T = 105K, number density N = 5 cm−3, and IMF
(Bx,By,Bz) = (0, 0,−4) nT. Ionospheric conductance was
also fixed with uniform Hall and Pedersen components.
The dipole tilt was set to  = +30 (North Pole tilted
towards the Sun) without updating.
Based on the results of fitting the model Eq. (1) to the
data subsets for the eight sliding bins of x- coordinates
shown in Fig. 7, we calculated for each interval Bx =
0.5(B(N)x − B(S)x ), where B(N)x and B(S)x correspond to the
midnight locations at z = Zs ± 3RE northward and south-
ward of the current sheet center. The plots of Bx shown
in Fig. 10 represent the variation of the average tail lobe
field (and thereby the current) along the Sun–Earth line
in the interval −30 ≤ x ≤ −10RE for four combina-
tions of the SW pressure P and the IMF parameter F. Each
panel shows two profiles, which were calculated for the
case of a planar current sheet ( = 0, green solid line)
and a warped current sheet ( = 30°, black solid line).
Red and blue dashed lines show, respectively, the southern
and northern lobe fields −B(S)x and B(N)x entering in the
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Fig. 8 Cross-tail distributions of the model |Bx| for four intervals of x-coordinates corresponding to the largest dipole tilt  = 30°. The height and
width of the plots correspond to those of the data selection windows. Note the different ranges for the color scale bars in the individual panels
half-sumBx for the tilted case = 30°. Error bars in the
plots correspond to the values of the residual root mean
square (rms) difference between the observed and model
fields for each distance bin. As expected, in all four cases,
the field decreases downtail almost monotonically, except
in the farthest distance bins beyond 25RE. The principal
effects of interplanetary conditions are also clearly seen,
which involve a significant increase of the tail field with
growing ram pressure P and the IMF index F, in agree-
ment with earlier results (e.g., Fairfield and Jones 1996;
Tsyganenko 2000).
In the context of the present study, the most interesting
feature is a distinct overall decrease of the tail current in
the tilted case; in all four plots, the black line is positioned
significantly lower than the green line. The largest relative
difference (nearly 25 %) was observed in the three nearest
bins of x for the case with P = 4 nPa and Fn = 0.
Overall results and discussion
In this study, we statistically examined the conjecture
that the threshold of substorm initiating instabilities (of
any possible origin) may depend on the curvature of
the nightside magnetospheric current sheet, which is, in
turn, determined by the dipole tilt angle in the GSW
coordinate system, as defined by the mutual orientation
of the geodipole axis and the SW flow direction. Two
independent statistical and modeling approaches were
applied, and both of them led us to the conclusions that
Fig. 9 Illustration of the asymmetry of the tail lobe field associated with the dipole tilt; data are based on an MHD simulation run with  = 30°
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(proportional to the current per tail unit length) along the x-axis for four combinations
of the interplanetary driving parameters. Black and green solid lines correspond to the tilted ( = 30◦) and perpendicular ( = 0) orientation of
the geodipole, respectively. Red and blue dashed lines show the southern and northern lobe field variation, respectively
at larger tilt angles, substorms set off at lower energy
input and, conversely, more symmetric current sheets at
smaller tilt angles are more effective in storing the mag-
netic energy and more stable against substorm initiating
instabilities.
Summarizing the results, we put forth the following
assertions:
1. The substorm probability is 10–25 % larger during
the periods with tilts above 16°, in comparison with
the periods with smaller tilts. This point is probably
the weakest of all, because even though we clearly see
an increase of the substorm probability for most of
the tilt ranges in Fig. 3, there exists a significant drop
in two tilt angle bins immediately adjacent to the
largest || bins in the histogram. Additionally, we
found largely different probabilities for negative and
positive tilts. Thus, although the overall dependence
confirms the above statement, there are some
additional factors that call for further investigation.
One of them is the possible influence of unevenness
of data in the set, as reflected in the fact that the
number of substorms from the Southern Hemisphere
is only half of that in the Northern Hemisphere, in
spite of the data being selected from a twofold larger
time interval.
2. Substorm probability is larger by 10–20 % if the SW
flow direction increases the dipole tilt computed in
the standard GSM coordinate system. This tendency
is clear for all tilt ranges, except the smallest near
zero tilt.
3. The intensity of a substorm, if quantified by the
minimum AL value, is smaller for the periods with
larger tilts. The effect is better seen if we operate with
the effective tilt SW, and provided that the fast
flows are excluded from the analysis. It is worth
noting that a very similar result—a larger activity for
smaller dipole tilts—was obtained by Nowada et al.
(2009) for the period 1978–1988 for both the AL and
AU indices (with a larger effect for AL), and it is best
seen during intervals with negative IMF Bz.
4. The overall statistic for the Blobe distribution based
on empirical modeling shows that the average lobe
field is smaller for larger tilts at all distances within a
wide range of the SW parameters. The difference in
Blobe between small and large tilts varies within
10–20 % depending on the radial distance.
Conclusions
A new feature of our approach is that in analyzing the
current sheet shape, we used the tilt angles modified by
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the SW flow direction and found that the relatively small
modification of the standard GSM tilt due to taking into
account the SW flow direction proved to be rather impor-
tant. A possible reason for the importance of including the
SW direction may be its rapid changes, which are much
faster than the relatively slow rotation of the geodipole
axis.
Our final conclusion involving the importance of the
shape of the current sheet for the substorm dynamics
calls for further investigation. Specifically, we need to
understand what features of the deformed current sheet
play a dominant role in substorm initiation. Kivelson and
Hughes (1990) suggested that excessive field line cur-
vature was the most important factor for the substorm
instability threshold.We also point out that there may be a
possible role for the north–south asymmetry of Blobe val-
ues due to large dipole tilts. Additionally, fast flows that
originate in asymmetric and curved magnetic configura-
tions may be an important factor in creating the substorm
current wedge system and in the ensuing dipolarization
process.
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